WHAT OUR CUSTOMERS
SAY ABOUT US

“The development of the Growth Chart Module is

“Feedback from secretaries is always excellent.

without a doubt a real advantage to our Practice

They find it really easy-to-use so new medsec’s

and for all Paediatric Consultants wishing to have a

pick it up really quickly and therefore training is

completely paperless practice... an outstanding

minimal. The system is also all encompassing as it

development in this already exceptional practice

focuses on the accounts side of the business as well

management software package!”

as the patient management, which is invaluable.“

Dr. Ian Hay, Consultant Paediatrician,
The Portland Hospital, London, UK

Claire Cunningham Business Development
Manager, Spire Leicester, Hospital Leicester, UK

“We have been using DGL Practice Manager for 3 years and the service and level of
attention we received and continue to receive is second to none. One of the features
we love is how easy it is to use and it’s great to know there’s always someone at the
end of the phone to offer support.”
Clare Donoghue,Office Manager, Spire Tunbridge Wells Hospital, Kent, UK

“The team at DGL are very easy and transparent

“Having a central location for all our patient

to work with. They are very willing to take on

records and associated paperwork makes our

any new ideas or suggestions for integrations to

jobs 100 times easier. The flexibility within the

the system to further enhance and improve user

reporting section within DGL Practice Manager is

experience. We look forward to continuing to work

also fantastic, if a report isn’t already in the system -

with the team to continue to grow!”

it can be built, no problem.”

Jenny Ayling, Consultant Services Officer at

Vicki Spence, Office Manager, Bradford

Galen Health Partners, HCA subsidiary

Anaesthetic Services, West Yorkshire, UK

“We tend to promote DGL where we can as it’s easy
to use and pretty much hassle free!”
Dr. Amir Khan,
Spire Little Aston Hospital, Birmingham, UK

“Everyone at DGL is polite, efficient and incredibly
reliable which is essential for the work which we do. I
can 100 % recommend DGL Practice Manager to
anyone wishing to set up a private practice and I
have never been let down or disappointed in them.”
Liz Edwards LLB, Consultant Private Practice
Manager, Nuffield Hospital, Cambridge

“My previous system simply wasn’t fast enough and
we wanted a proper database so we switched to
DGL Practice Manager. I couldn’t believe smooth
the transition was – the general communication was
excellent. The system is very intuitive and easy
to use, I’d absolutely recommend it.”
Ann Tuite, Audico,
The Hermitage Clinic, Dublin, Ireland

For more information fill in your details below and
fax back to: 02079006555
or contact us on (0) 1280 824600
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